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Abstract ATP synthase is conceived as a rotatory engine with
two reversible drives, the proton-transporting membrane portion,
F0 , and the catalytic peripheral portion, F1 . They are mounted on
a central shaft (subunit Q) and held together by an eccentric
bearing. It is established that the hydrolysis of three molecules of
ATP in F1 drives the shaft over a full circle in three steps of 120³
each. Proton flow through F0 probably generates a 12-stepped
rotation of the shaft so that four proton-translocating steps of
30³ each drive the synthesis of one molecule of ATP. We
addressed the elasticity of the transmission between F0 and F1 in
a model where the four smaller steps in F0 load a torsional spring
which is only released under liberation of ATP from F1 . The
kinetic model of an elastic ATP synthase described a wealth of
published data on the synthesis/hydrolysis of ATP by F0 F1 and
on proton conduction by F0 as function of the pH and the
protonmotive force. The pK values of the proton-carrying group
interacting with the acidic and basic sides of the membrane were
estimated as 5.3^6.4 and 8.0^8.3, respectively.
z 1999 Federation of European Biochemical Societies.
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1. Introduction
ATP synthase, F0 F1 , is conceived as a rotatory engine with
two reversible drives which are mounted on a central shaft,
subunit Q, and linked by an eccentric stator [1^3]. The enzyme
either synthesizes ATP at the expense of protonmotive force
(PMF), or it generates PMF at the expense of ATP hydrolysis. The same H /ATP stoichiometry of 4 has been demonstrated both under static head (quasi-equilibrium between
both ends of the enzyme, see [4^6]) and far from equilibrium
in kinetic experiments [7]. Three catalytic nucleotide binding
sites are arranged with pseudo-C3 symmetry in the hexagon of
subunits (KL)3 on F1 . It has been established that the hydrolysis of ATP by isolated F1 drives the rotation of subunit Q in
the middle of the hexagon [8^10] in three steps of 120³ each
[11^13]. Proton transport in F0 is supposedly mediated by the
12 copies of the proton binding subunit c which are probably
arranged as a ring [14,15]. Although the detailed structure of
the ring and the nature of partial reactions of proton transfer
are under debate, there is agreement that the translocation of
one proton drives the ring and the lower portion of Q around
by 30³ [3,15^17]. After four of those steps, i.e. after a turn of
120³, preformed ATP is eventually extruded from its respec*Corresponding author. Fax: (49) (541) 969-1221.
E-mail: junge@uos.de

tive binding site on F1 . This process continues by advancing
to the next nucleotide binding site. It has been speculated that
F0 and F1 are elastically coupled to each other [3,18^20].
We analyzed the transient elastic storage of energy derived
from four proton-translocation steps until eventual use for the
release of the tightly bound ATP. The model of an `elastic'
ATP synthase yielded a ¢t of kinetic data on F0 F1 as well as
on F0 with a consistent minimum set of parameters.
2. Elastic tension in ATP synthase
The two-domain structure of ATP synthase with two long
K-helical stalks between F0 and F1 (see Fig. 1) gives a clue to
how the elastic energy storage might function. The protontranslocating rotor portion of F0 reveals a pseudo-C12 symmetry whereas the catalytic headpiece obeys a functional C3
symmetry. It is conceivable that the intertwined helices of Q
serve as a torsional spring and the two parallel K-helices of
subunit b2 [21^23] as a parallelogram-like elastic counterbearing. The latter are topped by subunit N and probably
held together by subunit a at the basis (see [3] and references
therein). This concept is illustrated in the top part of Fig. 1.
The scheme in the bottom part of Fig. 1 symbolizes the
stepwise 3i C3i1 rotation by 30³ of the c12 ring relative
to the a subunit as driven by the sequential proton transfer
(see [3,17] for details). It elastically strains F0 F1 (Fig. 1,
middle and bottom) until the elastic energy is large enough
to release ATP by stepping the enzyme forward by another
120³ in the headpiece. As usual, the total change of
free energy per catalytic event, vG, is composed
of two terms: the free energy change of ATP synthesis
vGATP  vG  2:3RTlog

ATP
and the free energy
ADPWP

change derived from the translocation of four protons over
~ H  32:3RTWvpH  F WvP. Considering the four
the PMF, vW
angular positions of the rotor during the sequential transfer of
four protons per ATP, one has to involve another term describing the transient storage of elastic energy in the enzyme,
Un 

4
X
vUi where vUi denotes the partial elastic load of the
i1

angular transition 3i31 C3i . The sum Un is the total elastic
load of enzyme in position 3n relative to 30 .
The elasticity (Young's) module, E, is unknown for K-helices, but a ¢gure that has been determined for actin ¢laments
[24], namely 1.8U109 N m32 , may serve as a very gross reference. It has been found to be isotropic, i.e. equal in the direc-
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strain energy is U 

ZR4 E
a2 , where E is Young's longi8L 1  c

tudinal module, c is the Poisson ratio (about 0.4 for most
elastic materials), and a is the torsional angle. Using the
same ¢gure for Young's module as that of actin, the ¢rst
step of the angular distortion of Q by a = 30³ is expected to
store a strain energy vU1 of 5 kJ/mol. If the enzyme remains
elastic, the strain increases linearly: vU2 = 10, vU3 = 15, and
vU4 = 20 kJ/mol during further steps of 30³ each. By four
successive steps a total energy U4 of 50 kJ/mol is accumulated.
The gross estimate yielded a right order of magnitude to promote ATP synthesis.
3. Modeling the elastic ATP synthase

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of F0 F1 operation with F1 elastically
coupled to F0 (adapted from [43]). The topological division into F0
and F1 is overlaid by a functional division into rotor (subunits
c12 QO) and stator (ab2 NK3 L3 ). Twelve proton-carrying copies of subunit c are arranged as a ring, the sequential binding of four protons
drives the ring four times by 30³ to yield 120³ and then pushes Q towards the next nucleotide binding site. The two intertwined K-helices of subunit Q might serve as a torsional spring and the two parallel K-helices of b2 as the elastic counter-bearing to accumulate the
energy from these four steps. According to Boyer [2], the catalytic
sites on F1 operate consecutively, circling through three conformational states: the low a¤nity or `open' (O) state, where the nucleotides and inorganic phosphate exchange easily between the site and
the solution; the medium a¤nity or `loose' (L) state, where ADP
and Pi exchange more slowly; and the tightly bound (T) state with
the highest a¤nity. In the latter state, the equilibrium between ADP
and Pi versus ATP is supposedly poised towards ATP.

tions of twisting, bending, and stretching [25]1 . When subunit
Q of F0 F1 is considered as a solid shaft with radius Rw0.8 nm
and length Lw6 nm (see the crystal structure [1]), its torsional
1

It is obvious that such a treatment of a protein molecule in terms
of Young's module, which is based on continuum mechanics, just
serves heuristic purposes. For a recent study on validity and limits
of such a treatment see [26].

We analyzed whether the transient storage of elastic energy
is consistent with published data on the operation of ATP
synthase under steady driving force or, when operating in
the reverse, of ATPase. Our kinetic analysis included the following elements : (1) the association-dissociation reactions of
protons at the strictly conserved carboxylic residue on the c
subunit (e.g. Asp-61 in Escherichia coli [15]). Its pK could
di¡er when accessing the acid and electropositive side of the
membrane (A-channel) or the basic negative side (B-channel);
(2) the particular ring construct for H -translocating ATP
synthase, as shown in Fig. 2 and described in [3,17]; (3) the
stepwise rotation of the c12 oligomer by 30³ per translocated
proton; (4) the association-dissociation of nucleotide and
phosphate at the headpiece; (5) the binding change transitions
by 120³ in F1 ; and (6) the elastic coupling between those
events. The kinetic properties of the enzyme (see Fig. 1, bottom) depend on whether the binding change transitions in F1
or the stepwise rotation of the c12 oligomer is rate-limiting or
not. In the following the latter case is considered. It is physiologically more relevant because the Michaelis constants for
ADP and ATP in F0 F1 are smaller by an order of magnitude
than the concentrations of both compounds in the cell. The
opposite situation, when ADP and Pi binding is rate-limiting
whereas the events in F0 are in rapid equilibrium, has been
treated by Paënke and Rumberg [27]. In this other model the
proton concentration in both phases was introduced by only a
single parameter, namely the [H ]in /[H ]out ratio. The simulated kinetic behavior was thus seemingly independent of
pHout , in contrast to experimental data (see below), except
for a very narrow domain around the respective pH optimum.
In contrast to the former, we focused on the very pH dependence2 .
The kinetic scheme which has been obtained under these
simplifying assumptions is shown in Fig. 2. The rate constants
of proton delivery/escape to/from the carboxyl of the c subunit are kon and koff . Based on experimentally established time
constants of proton delivery to a surface-located group at
neutral pH and of the protonic equilibration between the surface and the protein interior (both in the range of 10^100 Ws
[28^30]), we used an estimate kon = 5U10123pH . The respective
estimate for the rate constant of proton escape would then be
approximated as koff = 5U10123pK . It was assumed that the
protolytic reactions are coupled with the angular transitions
(at 30³ each) of the c12 ring, stepping it forward over angular
2

A merger between both approaches is under way.
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Fig. 2. Kinetic scheme of the elastic coupling between sequential
proton transfer reactions in F0 , stepwise þ 30³ rotational transitions
of the c12 ring, and the catalytic turnover of F1 . The rate constants
of proton binding-dissociation reactions kon and koff in the acidic
and the basic half-channels are marked by A and B, respectively;

3
the rate constants mi and mi denote the forward and reversed
angular transitions (by þ 30³) between con¢gurations 3i31 and 3i .
ATP synthesis occurs during the last 33 C34 D3P0 transition. The
concept of a stochastic rotatory drive based on the ring construct
has been outlined in [3] and modeled in [17]. In the latter work it
has been emphasized that the construct would not work properly if
the back-reaction was not strictly prohibited. Arg-210 on subunit a
was assumed to electrostatically prevent leakage over the contact
zone between the ring of subunit c and subunit a. This was here
taken into account by discarding the possibility of such a back-reaction.

positions 3i (i = 0,1,T,4) before being reset to start the next
quadruple of 4U30³ rotatory motion of the ring. The four
angular positions 31 T34 are associated with di¡erent elastic
strains of the enzyme. The rate of rotatory transitions in the

synthesis direction is given by mi and in the reverse (hydrol3

ysis) direction by mi . Without load, the constants mi and
3
mi are connected with the pKA and pKB values of the proton binding carboxyl group entering the A- and B-side half3

channels: mi =mi  10pKA 3pKB . This relation follows from
the principle of detailed balance: it prevents any net rotation
in the equilibrium. The release of synthesized ATP is assumed
to occur during the spontaneous 34 C30 transition without
rotatory motion at the F0 side of the elastic elements. It removes the strain and resets the system into the initial con¢guration. The 34 state of one 120³ segment is the 3P0 state of
the following one, except that the state 34 refers to the situation before strain release and 3P0 to the one thereafter. For
reasons of simplicity and also because of their lower canonic
probability, we excluded higher states of greater elastic strain
from our consideration. Inasmuch as the elastic energy stored
in the enzyme approximately matches the vG value of ATP
synthesis, the spontaneous reset of the strain may be considered fast compared to the previous stages and we did not
consider explicitly the accompanying binding-change transitions.
Whereas the rates of protolytic reactions are independent of

3
3i , the transition rate constants mi and mi are altered by


3

30:5vUi
the load: mi  m0 W10
; mi  m0 W100:5vUi pKA 3pKB .
The distribution of partial loads vUi depends on the mechanical properties of the F0 F1 complex. If its behavior is perfectly
elastic in a Newtonian way, the stored energy depends linearly
on the angular distortion when progressing from 30 to 34 :
vUi = icvU1 . Contrastingly, in the absence of a load, when F1
is removed as in the F1 -depleted F0 , all angular positions 3i
are supposedly of the same elastic energy.
It is noteworthy that the model has only four ¢t parameters, namely, the pKA and pKB values of carboxyls in the A
and B-channel, the rate constant m0 of the forward angular
transition, and the total elastic load U4 =10vU1 . The steadystate solution of the model wherein the protolytic reactions
are explicitly treated is determined by a system of 16 linear
equations (i=0, 1, 2, 3):
8
9
on
off 01
off 10
 kBon WP00
kA
>
>
i 3kB WPi 3kA WPi  0
>
>
>
>
3
 10
< on 00
=
off 11
kB WPi 3 kAon  kBoff  mi WP01
i  kA WPi  mi WPi31  0

3
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00
off
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10
off
11
01
> kA WPi 3 kA  kB  mi1 WPi  kB WPi  mi1 WPi1  0 >
>
>
>
>
:
;
on 01
off
off
11
WPi  kBon WP10
3
k

k
WP

0
kA
i
B
i
A
01
10
11
Herein P00
i , Pi , Pi and Pi denote the respective probabilities of the four di¡erent protonation states of the c12
oligomer in the angular position 3i . E.g. P01
i refers to a state
associated with the angular position 3i with the carboxyl in
the A-channel unprotonated (¢rst superscript `0') and the one
contacting the B-channel protonated (second superscript `1').

Accordingly,

3
X
i0

01
10
11
P00
i  Pi  Pi  Pi   1. The rate con

stants of the angular transitions mi and of the proton binding-dissociation reactions kon and koff were calculated as described above. Under the assumption that the protolytic reactions are fast compared with the angular transitions of the
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Fig. 3. The performance of the elastically coupled F0 F1 as a function of PMF and of the pH (points experimental, lines calculated according
to the kinetic scheme in Fig. 2, see text). A: The rates of ATP synthesis (open squares) and hydrolysis (solid squares) of spinach ATP synthase

at pH 8.2 outside (data from [31]) were ¢tted with the following set of parameters: pKA = 5.3, pKB = 8.0, m0 = 2.3U104 s31 , vU = 49 kJ/mol.
B: E¡ect of the elastic load on the calculated proton transfer e¤ciency of F0 F1 : elastic load distribution (solid curve), the equally distributed
partial loads (dotted curve), absence of transient energy storage (dashed curve), the cooperative transfer of four protons (dashed-dotted curve).
The same parameter set as in A. C: The broad pH dependence of proton conductance through the F1 -depleted bare F0 (triangles, data from

[42], see also [32]) is described by the same model with zero load (solid curve). The same parameters as in A except m0 = 2U105 s31 . D: The
sharp pH optimum of ATP synthesis by chloroplast F0 F1 (open squares, data from [33], re-plotted for vpH 3.0. The curve was calculated with

the same parameters as in A except m0 = 2.1U104 s31 ). Coupled ATP hydrolysis in chromatophores of Rb. sphaeroides (open circles, data

from [35]), the curve was calculated at pKA = 6.4, pKB = 8.3, m0 = 2.3U104 s31 , vU = 49 kJ/mol, vpH 2.0). The ¢lled circles represent the Mgdependent ATPase activity of isolated spinach F1 (own data, measured as described in [44]).

c12 ring, the number of independent equations reduces to four
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3):
n

3

3
mi1 KPi  mi LPi 3mi KPi31 3mi1 LPi1  0g
Here Pi is the probability of angular position 3i , so that
3
X
Pi  1, the coe¤cients K and L account for the proton
i0

binding to the c12 oligomer:
K
L

10pKA 3pHA
and
1  10pKB 3pHB 

1

10pKA 3pHA 

1

10pKA 3pHA 

10pKB 3pHB
.
1  10pKB 3pHB 

This simple model described published data on the rates of
ATP synthesis and hydrolysis by the chloroplast F0 F1 as a
function of the transmembrane pH di¡erence (see Fig. 3A,
the experimental points are from Graber et al. [31]) with the

following set of four parameters: pKA = 5.3, pKB = 8.0, m0
4 31
2.3U10 s , U4 = 49 kJ/mol.
It is interesting to analyze the behavior of elastic enzyme
near the compensation point. The averaged driving force of
the proton transfer, 12.25 kJ/mol, is higher than the elastic
energy of the ¢rst 30 C31 transition but is lower than the
energy of the last 33 C34 transition (5.0 and 19.6 kJ/mol,
respectively). Consequently, the ¢rst step is accompanied by
dissipation of the energy while the last one requires 7.1 kJ/mol

activation energy. In total, dissipation and activation counterbalance each other and the model is completely reversible at
the compensation point.
We checked whether and how the elastic properties of the
F0 F1 complex may improve the catalytic performance of enzyme. Fig. 3B compares the calculated elastic behavior from
Fig. 3A (continuous line) with a non-elastic behavior without
transient energy storage, when the whole load is centered at
the last step (vU1 = 0, vU2 = 0, vU3 = 0, vU4 = vU, dashed
curve). Not unexpectedly, both ATP synthesis and ATP hydrolysis were practically blocked in the absence of elasticity.
From the standpoint of e¤ciency, the `elastic' ATP synthase
operated only two times less e¡ectively as compared with the
ideal, but physically unrealistic case of equally distributed
loads (dotted line). For comparison, the dashed-dotted line
shows the behavior of the enzyme where four protons are
transferred cooperatively (calculated by the phenomenological
Hill equation with n = 4). The slope of this curve is much
steeper than the observed one (compare Fig. 3A).
The rate of proton conduction by the bare F0 is weakly pHdependent (see [32] and Fig. 3C). The pH dependence of ATP
hydrolysis by isolated F1 is also rather broad (closed circles in
Fig. 3D, own data). The coupled chloroplast F0 F1 , however,
reveals a sharp pH optimum at pH about 8 (see open squares
in Fig. 3D, data from [33]). The sharpness of the pH dependence of ATP synthesis could not be attributed to the pH
dependence of the catalytic F1 portion in the whole F0 F1 ,
as the rate of ATP synthesis, driven by saturating high membrane potential, was independent of the pHout in the pH range
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from 7 to 9 [34]. As shown in Fig. 3C,D, the `elastic' enzyme
model described the rather di¡erent pH dependences of proton £ow through the coupled F0 F1 (U4 = 49 kJ/mol) and
through the `bare' F0 (U4 = 0) with same values of pKA and
pKB as in Fig. 3A. The pK values obtained here for the chloroplast F0 F1 using the elastic model are close to those resulting from an analysis by the phenomenological Hill equation
(5.3 and 7.8, respectively) as carried out by Possmayer and
Graëber [33]. The open circles in Fig. 3D show the pH dependence of the coupled ATP hydrolysis in chromatophores of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (data from [35]). A ¢t by the elastic
model yielded pKA = 6.4 and pKB = 8.3 and the same values of

m0 and U4 as in Fig. 3A. It is noteworthy that both pK
values are shifted somewhat into the basic pH range as compared with the chloroplast F0 F1 .
4. Functional implications
The di¡erence between pKA V5.5 and pKB V8.0 may be
functionally relevant. When the pH is neutral at both sides of
the membrane, the protonic conductivity of F0 F1 in the synthesis direction is low owing to the small probability of the
protonation inside (pKA 6 pH) and of the deprotonation outside (pKB s pH). This accounts for the weak pH dependence
of the proton conductivity via a bare F0 at pKA 6 pH 6 pKB
~ H approaches the apparent `threshold val(Fig. 3C). When vW
ue' for ATP synthesis by F0 F1 (about 2.5 pH units, acid inside), the proton transfer in the `synthesis' direction becomes
more e¡ective with a rather sharp maximum at pHVpKB
(Fig. 3D, open squares). During the hydrolysis-driven proton
pumping at neutral pH the proton-carrying group can easily
trap proton from the basic side of membrane (pKB s pH) and
the mechanical transition of the protonated group into the
channel A (by the ATP-driven `hydrolytic' rotation of the
Q subunit) will result in the spontaneous proton release at
the other side (pKA 6 pH).
The elastic operation of ATP synthase implies a stepwise
loading of the enzyme before ATP synthesis can occur. This
may account for the wealth of phenomena attributed to the
`activation' transitions both in F0 (see [36] and references
therein) and in F1 (reviewed in [37]). It is noteworthy that a
winding up by 120³ of a shaft with the elastic properties and
î.
the length of the Q subunit will cause its shortening by V10 A
This may cause some of the reported conformational changes
in O and Q subunits upon energization (see [38] for review).
Furthermore, the statistical distribution of states 30 ^34 in
elastic F0 F1 depends on the magnitude of the PMF. Under
conditions of ATP synthesis, the higher states 33 and 34 are
expected to dominate (the transfer of the fourth proton during
33 C34 is rate-limiting). During hydrolysis, the probability of
lower states is higher (the elastic driving force for 31 C30
~ H ). Thus, the averaged
transition is, apparently, less than vW
elastic state during the turnover of ATP synthase is expected
to di¡er from that of ATPase. This may account for the functional non-equivalence between these two forms of the enzyme
as claimed in the literature [39^41].
In conclusion, the presented theoretical considerations favor the view that ATP synthase stepwise accumulates energy
from the transmembrane potential di¡erence of protons (or
sodium ions in the Na -translocating ATP synthase) and
transiently stores it as elastic strain in the protein. The transmission between a 12-stepped and a three-stepped portions of

this enzyme requires, perhaps, more highly developed elastic
constructs than present in other mechanoenzymes. Hence,
ATP synthase with its unique electro-mechano-chemical function is becoming a simplex model to study molecular mechanics. It is a major challenge to read out the elastic deformations
by spectroscopic techniques.
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